
WHAT YOU WILL NEED

Gold Cardboard

Craft PaintPaint brushes

Long cardboard box 
(40cm x 20cm)

Fishing Wire

Polystyrene Balls 
(assorted sizes) x 10

Split Pin x 20

Bostik Glitter 
Glue

Bostik Craft  
PVA Glue

Measuring  
Tape

PencilProtractor

Scissors
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STEP 1

Paint the inside and outside of the box black and 
leave to dry. Once dry, use Bostik Glitter Glue in 
silver to apply dots to the inside of the shoebox. 
These are stars!

STEP 3

It’s time to create Saturn’s ring! Measure the 
circumference of Saturn. If you need some help, ask 
your teacher! Use the compass to draw a circle the size 
of Saturn’s circumference on the gold paper. Draw 
another circle around the first circle to form a ring. 

STEP 4

Cut out the ring and place it around Saturn.  
Apply Bostik Craft PVA Glue to hold it in place. 

STEP 2

Paint the planets and Pluto (dwarf planet).  
Use Bostik Glitter Glue to add some sparkle.  
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STEP 6

Use a pair of scissors to pierce 10 holes, one for 
each of the planets and Pluto, in the top of the 
box. Next, poke the split pins through the holes 
and secure to the outside of the box.
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PLANETS: COLOUR AND ORDER! 

Sun = yellow and orange 

Mercury = dark grey

Venus = light yellow

Earth = green and blue

Mars = red

Saturn = yellow

Jupitar = orange 

Uranus = light blue

Neptune = dark blue

Pluto (dwarf planet) = grey 
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STEP 5

Next, cut fishing line and tie around a split pin. 
Stick the split pin into the top of each planet and 
Pluto. Tie another split pin around the other end  
of the fishing line.

Parental 
Supervision/

Assistance 
Required for 

this step


